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Infiniti of Montclair Presents the All New Infiniti M37 & M56 for Sale in Los Angeles

The 2011 Infiniti M37 and M56 has arrived at the Infiniti of Montclair Dealership in Los Angeles
California. Stop by to see these 2 all new luxury sedan's.

March 12, 2010 - PRLog -- Infiniti of Montclair is proud to be one of the first Dealers in the nation to have
the new 2011 Infiniti M37 and M56 for sale.  See these glorious cars in person or take a test drive.  The
Infiniti M37 represents the next evolution in the ultimate luxury car.  

http://www.infinitiom.com/j/i/31720/AllNew2011InfinitiM.html

The all newly redesigned Infiniti M37 takes a big step forward from the previous M35 in both the style and
performance departments.  Starting from the noticeably larger exterior look, the M37 takes its que’s from
the sporty Infiniti g37.  With a more sculpted look and a lower stance; the new 2011 M37 looks the part of
an ultra luxurious sedan.  It has beautiful flares and well defined muscular bulges.  The car is a bit wider to
aid in the traction and ride departments.

In the performance department the biggest and most important change is the departure from the 5-speed
automatic transmission to a super high tech 7-speed transmission with rev-match downshift.  This allows
for greater fuel economy and ultra clean shifts.  Gone is the old VQ35DE engine that has proved itself
worthy.  Instead a revised form of this engine which benefits from increased displacement is under the
hood.  The VQ37VHR engine features VVEL or Variable Valve Event and Lift coupled with an 11.0:1
compression ratio that allows the engine to produce 320 horsepower and 270 lb-ft. of torque.  Opt for the
Infiniti M56 and you get a 420 horsepower V-8 engine!

These cars get nice 20-inch rims, four wheel steering, huge vented brakes, and a sport suspension.  They
also have all the bells and whistles you would expect from a luxury car.  There are some great options and
accessories that can be had.  Starting Price for these 2 all new sedans start at around $50,000.  See these
cars for sale at Infiniti of Montclair located just minutes outside Los Angeles California.  Or stop by the
Montclair Infiniti website for details.  http://www.infinitiom.com/j/i/31720/AllNew2011InfinitiM.html

You can see more pictures and get some information on the 2011 Infiniti M37 here:
http://www.newluxurycarblog.com/2011-infiniti-m37-sedan/
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Make your auto dealer website stand out in the top search engine results with a comprehensive automotive
SEO program. Generate more sales leads from your auto website using our proven search engine
optimization for auto dealers.
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